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CreativeCurse: S1-E1: Sci-fi
Religious Warfare

Recording Dates

Release Date: December 16th 2012
Podcast challenge Release Date: January 29th 2013??
Podcast review date: March 11th, 2013:

Exercise Rules

The game must only use decks of regular cards. If is allowed to use less than 52
cards and it is legal to use more than 1 deck of card.

The theme must be a science fiction theme that takes place in a religious
warfare. It does not have to take place into space.

Links to the podcast

Challenge Release

Challenge Review (not yet available)

My Game

Rules of the Game

My Development Notes

December 16th 2012

At the beginning, I was seeing the various icons found in the middle of the cards
like if they were fleets of ship. I was thinking of using that as fleet formation but
I think the resolution of the battle would be simply too complex. I also intend to
use figures as commanders for the fleet.

I might try to reuse an idea I had for a combat system like war were card duel
each other. The Figures would have special effects to power up other cards. I
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intend to use a system like hecatomb where you make fleet/armies made of a
small deck of cards that can than attack other players or block other player's
attack.

The twist is that each army has an allegiance to a country, and 2 armies of the
same country cannot fight each other. So if a player only has 1 army to defend
himself, attacking him with the same matching army will make it unblockable.

December 17th 2012

I made a quick test with cards. I am confident in making a playable game, but
maybe not a fun game or a game that has no dominant strategy.

I think the goal of the game will be to destroy both jokers which will represent
the pope of your religion where the first to be destroyed will be a decoy. The
player will need to hide their popes to avoid being defeated. When an enemy
fleet pass though, the player can destroy cards from the top of the deck,
randomly from the player's hand or from the top of the discard pile. So if a
player always target the deck, he can try to keep the pope in his hand to protect
it. Or when a player discard a lot of cards, he could place the pope as the first
discarded card, and all other cards over it. When discarding, the opponent only
see the top card. When a pope is killed, no further attacks can be made against
that player. This is to prevent double kills in one attack.

I am also thinking of using 3 suite where each suite represent a country. The
reason why is because the minimum fleet size will be 3-4 cards. If I have 4 suits,
a player will need a hand of 12-16 card to be able to create in average a fleet of
that size. That is way too big. So with 3 suites, it seems easier. The number 3
always seem more elegant.

After testing the battles, the resolution will be like war where the attacker flip
his card and can choose either the top of the deck or a previously played card as
the target. It seems to work roughly well, but there is no much advantage of
using low value cards. Normally, the advantage of low value cards is that they
destroy 1 card as the stronger cards. But here, cards do not have a cost to put
into play. Maybe if the combat system was different, a player could have a
reason not to use his weak ships. He would fight with his strong to protect his
weak ships which are only there to inflict damage on his opponent. This is why I
am thinking of using a mind game instead. Or allow the player to stack the
order of their fleet. It would give some sort of pre-battle planing while keeping
battle resolution quick.

This could also be advantageous because it could allow a player to plan the
placement of his heroes for maximum effect. It makes sense that only 1 hero per
fleet can be present. If prevent the bug of drawing 2 heroes in a row. I had a
situation where it could be possible for a player to reinforce a fleet already on
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the board, that would be done by adding cards to a deployed fleet but they will
be placed face up on the top of the fleet. If the order is important, that could
have a good impact. Also when a fleet has finished fighting, it get discarded, So
concentrating too much in a single fleet will give the player less versatility.

I am also not sure if heroes should die during battle. If the hero never dies, it
has the effect of clogging the deck and making it less efficient, but that could be
a wanted effect. I could also remove hero cards, if there are too many. He
special cards currently works as follow:

J: Double the value of the next card.
If win the match, the opponent card is added to your deck (conversion)
J: Add the value of the 2 following cards together capital ship, win all battles,
cannot lose.

December 21st 2012

I tried resolving combat with only 1 pass. This is very interesting because it
removes the bug when a low number of cards face a a large number of card. So
if of example, 2 cards fight 8, there will not be the problem where the 2 cards
face the whole enemy which could create an automatic victory if they are very
strong cards. Instead, cards are sorted by power level, so the strong cards will
face the strong cards of the opponent and extra cards does not participate in
the battle. All surviving cards count for bombarding the opponent's reserve of
cards. So 2 strong card will destroy 2 opponent card and block 2 additional
cards, but the 4 other cards will pass.

The commanding officer is now placed on the top of the fleet face up and his
ability will affect the whole battle. It is possible to place a fleet without
commander to avoid the bug of not drawing any commanders, but that will
reveal the strongest card in your fleet. The new commander powers are:

K: Each card in the fleet get +3 (or +2) to it's strength
All won duels capture the opponent's card and add it to your deck.
J: Each surviving card block 2 cards when calculating damage against the
player.

Heroes only die if their whole fleet is annihilated. If a Ace fight and Ace, they
both die like in a tie. This is in fact the only way to destroy an ace card since it
normally wins all fights.

Considering that the fleets of both player are discarded after a battle even if
they survive, restricting the player to deploy 1 fleet per turn have the impact of
leaving not more than 2 fleet at a time in play. Which could be a good thing, but
it's not necessarily the dynamic I was looking for. So I think I am going to keep
summoning sickness, that also take effects when reinforcing a fleet. But the
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player will be able to deploy as many fleet as he want as long that there is at
least 2 or 3 ship cards in the fleet. This will make sure the player will not spawn
9 fleets of 1 card each in a turn.

That could give a different strategy where a players focus to get more strength
by making more cards pass, or split up their fleet for more versatility. But it
could lead to the problem of few vs many fleet where the player with few fleet
will not be able to block all the fleet of his opponent.

Reinforcement will paralyse the fleet with summoning sickness, but assigning
an commander to a fleet with no commander does not paralyse the fleet.

Another thing I am not sure is about attacking opposing tapped fleet. This
situation only occurs if an opponent attacks and the fleet is not blocked. I don't
really like tapping because when the cards are fanned, it's just annoying to
rotate. Maybe the top card is flipped, or fleets not being blocked will still be
sent in repairs by discarding it.

Another problem I saw is when attacking another player's hand, that reduce the
size of the hand which strongly weaken the opposing player. That is not the
objective of the game, the objective is to remove cards from the deck and
maybe hit a hidden pope in the hands. So players should replenish their cards if
they lose cards from their hand. Else players will always attack the hand.

January 2 notes

While writing the rules, I made a few adjustment. First each surviving card will
deal damage to the player. This is because it did not happen a lot fo time that a
player could inflict damage because only the difference was inflicted. With this
rule, if there is at least 1 surviving ship, damage will be dealt. The only
exception is the Jack commander that makes each defending ship block 1
attacking ship.

Further developments

With more flexibility on the card content, I would only include 3 types of ships
that has low-med-high combat strength where the lower ships destroy more
cards if they pass. So they have an higher bombard value. Having different
ships according to the faction could be nice but more complicated to manage.

I might also change the card ratio. 3 faction seem good, but maybe more or less
ships would be necessary.

Back to the list of curses
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